The microRNA knowledge is biased for cancer biology Many pathways identified by the strategy 1 are related to cancer which indicates a knowledge bias in this field for microRNA compared to protein coding genes.
Method for literature analysis
The list of Mesh diseases co-cited with either protein coding genes or miRNA genes was obtained using SCAIview Pharma 1.0 running on the collection of Pubmed abstracts mentioning a Mesh disease as available on 19 November 2013 (13,145,693 abstracts). Mesh diseases significantly co-cited (FDR < 0.001) with either a protein coding gene or a miRNA were obtained applying an hypergeometric test.
To differentiate neoplastic Mesh diseases from other Mesh diseases, the Mesh disease ontology (3) was downloaded from Mesh website (http://www.nlm.nih.gov/mesh/2014/download/mtr_smp.txt) and all diseases falling under the node "C04 -Neoplasms" were classified as neoplastic compared to others.
Supplementary Figure 1
Hierarchical clustering on the Jaccard index computed for each pathway couple at the level of protein coding gene. The average linkage method was used to build the tree. Cluster of pathways sharing on average at least 20% of Entrez gene ID according to the KEGG.db (4) package are highlighted. 
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Supplementary Figure 2
Hierarchical clustering on the Jaccard index computed for each pathway couple at the level of microRNA. The average linkage method was used to build the tree. Cluster of pathways sharing on average at least 20% of associated miRNAs using mirTarBase(5) information are highlighted. Original microRNA: miRNAs as provided in the original publication and their mapping in mirTarBase(5).
mirTarBase Targets Supplementary Table 2 All mirTarBase Targets S1 KEGG: KEGG pathways enriched in all protein coding genes targeted by at least one miRNA according to mirTarBase. The first 3 columns show the significance of the association. The remaining columns indicate pathways identified in different studies(6-9) focused on different topics.
Top-Targeted S2 KEGG: KEGG pathways enriched in genes targeted by at least one miRNA, in the top 1000, 500, 100 and 50 genes targeted by miRNAs according to mirTarBase. Only FDR is shown.
Supplementary Table 3
Data associated to the miRNA signature of Chordomas defined by Long et al. 2013(7) . Significance (FDR<0.05) is highlighted by red color in cells. Data are structured across different sheets as follows :
Original microRNA: miRNAs as provided in the original publication and their mapping in mirTarBase(5).
Chordoma-up S3 Pathways: Enrichment analysis results when applying strategy 3 on Chordoma-up miRNAs. The first 3 columns are related to the significance of association with the original signature. The last 3 columns indicates to which cluster of Supplementary Figure 2 each pathway belongs, the number of significant pathways (FDR < 0.05)compared to the total number of pathways in the corresponding cluster. The remaining columns show the distribution of the FDR for each pathway when applying the strategy 3 to 1000 random selections of 19 miRNAs.
